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Chairman’s view 
The good soaring weather has continued well into this month 
although the equinoctial gales recently arrived in the shape of 
Storm Ali. We enjoyed excellent weather for the final of the 
Interclub League which we hosted at Booker. Bicester won in a 
close-run competition with Nympsfield. The 2-day comp was a 
great success with pilots from 5 clubs flying the skies around 
Booker, many of them visiting for the first time.  Congratulations to 
director Jim White for such a well-run comp. Many Booker pilots 
were somewhat envious of the competitors who so obviously 
thoroughly enjoyed themselves. The wheels are already turning 
for us to field a team for the ICL next year. A couple of weeks 
earlier, Tim Scott won the 15 metre Nationals at Aston Down. Congratulations Tim. 
 
Our Easter Egg Aerobatics competition run by Graham Saw took place the weekend after 
the ICL with George Darby scooping the trophy and the biggest Easter Egg. There's a full 
report on the competition later in this issue.  
 
I think that everyone coming up to the club to fly this season will have been aware of 
occasional limited tug availability. Many of the causes have been things like unpredictable 
breakdowns but in part it is due to a shortage of aircraft. There is no easy answer to this and 
the tug pilots and the engineering team have done wonders to provide us with launches. 
Nonetheless in response to this challenge the twelve members most experienced in tug 
operations and the engineering team met recently to consider the club's options to beef up 
the tug fleet for 2019. These options are now being looked into more closely and I hope we 
shall have some specific actions on the table later this year.  
 
To all members heading for Aboyne and the Cairngorms wave – have a great time. And to 
those of us staying down south - let's make the most of the last of the season’s soarable 
days. 
 

See you up there. 
William Parker - Chairman 
 
 

 

From the CFI 
As the soaring season slowly draws to a close we should take the 
opportunity to look back at what has been quite an amazing year. 
We've had one of the hottest summers on record with what seems 
like an almost relentless period of good quality soaring weather. The 
diary has been full every day, crammed with people coming up to 
train as glider pilots and to that end we've had a record summer of 
first solos which included 7 in 7 days back in August. 
 
Cross country-wise a quick check of the national ladder shows the 
between us we've clocked up 1x 750, 9x 500's, 5x 400's and 27x 
200's. On the Online Contest (OLC), Booker is currently third in the 
UK, ahead of 34 other clubs and only a few points behind Dunstable and Lasham. A good 
few flights in task week and at Aboyne could easily move us into second, dare I say it, first?! 
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And the good news is the season isn't yet finished! There are still reasonable soaring days to 
be had in late September, indeed, after this current spell of poor weather has passed we are 
looking forward to some excellent weather and good soaring conditions for our task week! 
Post task week we then have Aboyne to look forward to which I wrote about last month. 
 
I'll finish by looking ahead to next year. The observant amongst you will have seen that the 
2019 diary is already published in the clubhouse and the expeditions are now advertised. 
You'll find the dates and locations later in this issue, but I sincerely hope to see as many of 
you as possible joining us next year.  
  
Safe Flying 
Richard Crockett - CFI 
 
 

 
 

Members’ achievements 
Congratulations to: 
 
Tim Scott – Winner of the 15m Nationals 2018  
 

By the time this comp took place the heat wave had broken but Tim 
made good use of the weather available to take the trophy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
George Darby– Winner of the Easter Egg Cup Aerobatic comp 2018 

 
George flew into first place with a fine interpretation of the Tricky 
sequence. More details below. 
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2018 Easter Egg Cup        Competition 
 
The annual aeros comp was postponed from rainy April 
and finally took place on 8th September; it was a bit 
chilly but the sky was clear. With British Aerobatics 
Association judge Charles Baker judging and Graham 
Saw acting as safety pilot, seven pilots executed a 
variety of aerobatic manoeuvres, some of which were 
recognisable as part of the prescribed sequences – 
Standard or Tricky (no-one attempted Joker). The 
podium places were: 

 
1st – George Darby – 80.5%  
2nd – Maddi Roberts – 80% 
3rd - Andy Monk – 78% 
 

Congratulations to the winners, and all those who gave it a go, and many thanks 
to Charles for sitting in the cold all day judging, and to Graham for making it all 
possible. 
 

 

The Miles Magister visits Booker 
While the Easter Egg Cup contestants were twirling around the sky, other members were 
enjoying a different kind of flight, a trip in a Miles Magister, borrowed by Richard for the day 
from its base at Old Warden. The Miles M.14 Magister, designed by Frederick and Blossom 
Miles and Frederick’s brother George, was based on the Miles’s Hawk Trainer and was the 
first monoplane designed specifically as a trainer for the RAF. It was used as an introduction 
to the Spitfire and Hurricane for new pilots. There was a fair amount of prop-swinging which 
looked like hard work, but those that flew in it all agreed that it was a fantastic experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

George wrestling William for the trophy 
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Inter-Club League final 
On the first weekend of September, Booker played host to the Inter-
Club League final. Five clubs – Bicester, HusBos, Mendip, 
Nympsfield and Wormingford, the winners of their regional leagues – 
fielded pilots in three classes, Novice, Intermediate and Pundit. 
Included in the Pundit class were two world champions. A few Booker 
people joined in flying HC so a total of 19 pilots took part. 
 
Jim White was Director and Task Setter, running a very slick 
operation. He was assisted by Nils Wedi as Met Man, and Pete Wyld 

did the scoring. The weather co-operated and no-one landed out, and everyone had a great 
time, including the Saturday BBQ cooked up by Terry Clements. One of the competitors 
commented ‘A thoroughly enjoyable weekend, well organised and the tasks spot on. Thanks 
to all at Booker.’ 
 
The team from Bicester won the trophy, wresting it from HusBos who had held it for the past 
five years. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We should also mention that Steve Williams won the Intermediate class flying HC. Maybe 
next year Booker could field a team, it’s a great opportunity for a relaxed introduction to 
comp flying. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The winning team 
Andy Mayer (Intermediate), Team Captain Miles Bailey, Pundit Jon Gatfield, Novice 
Olly Wheeler 
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Whispering Wardrobes Vintage Weekend 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The sim goes to White Waltham 
For the third year running we were invited to take our sim to West London Aero Club’s 
fundraising Members’ Day. The team were kept busy with a stream of people interested in 
trying gliding and they also had a good view of the displays throughout the day. 

 

 

 

 
Many thanks to Max for towing there and back, to John, Chris and Henry for staffing, and to 
Pete for mending the sim beforehand. 
 

 

Sorry, John, it’s 
going to rain, we’ll 

have to scrub. 

OK, I’m stuck in 
here now so let me 
know when you’ve 

fixed a date for next 
year. 
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What would you do if you had to bail out? 
Every time we get into a glider we put on a parachute, very much in the way 
we put on a seat belt in a car. But how much do we really think about what 
we would do if the worst happened? In 2012, while competing in the Club 
Class Nationals, former Booker CFI G Dale had the misfortune to have a 
mid-air collision while thermalling in a gaggle. He bailed out and survived, 
the other pilot managed to land their damaged glider.  

At this year’s Club Class Nationals, G shared his experience and offered 
some very useful advice on dealing with a bail-out. His briefing is available here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDXIxHAmSX0 

The BGA’s page on collision avoidance is here: 
https://members.gliding.co.uk/bga-safety-management/lookout/ 
 
 

 
 

Pilot profile   
This month we interview a long-standing member of the club who started with gliding and 
now flies 787s for a living. 

Jan McCoshim  

What got you interested in aviation? 
 
My family lived in New Guinea when I was a child, I flew a lot 
in Dakotas from age 4. We returned to Scotland when I was 
10 where I saw gliders at Portmoak and I was fascinated. 
 
When did you start gliding? 
When I was 14 my mum dumped me at the end of the road to 
Portmoak and I went along to find out all about it. Everyone 
was very helpful but at that time I had to wait until 16 to go 
solo. I got into vet school when I was 17 and my dad paid for a 
week’s gliding course. I chose the vet school at Edinburgh 
University because it had a gliding club. I looked into pilot 
training but at that time there were no women in the RAF, and I didn’t have £40k. I 
campaigned for four years to get women admitted to the University Air Squadron, they came 
up with all sorts of lame excuses like no toilets, the helmets wouldn’t fit, but in the end they 
gave in. 
 
What happened next? 
 
I applied for vet jobs near airfields to get a PPL, I towed at Aboyne [Deeside GC] and had a 
share in a glider. After three years as a vet I spent a year instructing power pilots at 
Edinburgh while getting a frozen ATPL. Since then I have flown Shorts 360, F27 Fokker 
Friendship, Fokker 100, and then for BA I flew 737, 777 and 747. I got Command on Airbus 
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and now fly the 787 Dreamliner. I joined Booker in 1990 and started doing comps. In 1997 I 
came 11th in the Standard Class Nationals in my ASW24. The following year I had an 
accident and my syndicate partner bought us an LS8 while I was still in the ICU! After that I 
flew in the British Women’s team in the Worlds in 2001 and 2003 and I was doing two 
Nationals a year. I last flew a Nationals in 2010. After that I broke a leg ski-ing and was busy 
with my Command course. Now I fly the tug and compete in Regionals. 
 
What’s the buzz? 
 
I like the club atmosphere, and the amazing pleasure of flying, how wings work, the mental 
challenge of flying faster, the clouds………... My day job is managing systems, not the same 
thing at all. 
 
What stage are you at? 
 
I have Gold and two Diamonds, I’ve done a 500 but not claimed it. At Aboyne I would have 
got the women’s height record if I’d had a barograph, I stopped climbing at 30,000ft and it 
was still going up. 
 
What are your goals? 
 
I’d like to have a go at some of the women’s records, it’s something to focus on rather than 
just waffling around the sky.  
 
Do you remember any significant moments? 
 
Seeing the altimeter going past 30,000ft in blue, seeing the whole of Scotland laid out, and 
then I went round 300k without turning. I also remember my first Nationals with all the 
hotshots on the list, and then me, and I came 11th! Then there’s all the places I’ve visited, 
and the camaraderie. 
 
Do you have any advice for our readers? 
 
‘It’s amazing how the more I practise the luckier I become’ – attributed to Al Kay [previous 
Booker member]. 
 
 

 
 

8.33 kHz radios - update 
The CAA has issued an update on the transition of radio frequencies 
from 25 kHz to 8.33 kHz. The main features are as follows: 
  
 Ground services to be on 8.33 kHz from 1 January 2019 

unless specifically exempted 
Many ground services have already converted to an 8.33 kHz 
channel, but from 1 January 2019, all ground services must use an 
8.33 kHz channel, unless they are specifically exempted (for a limited period). 
 
If an aircraft needs to communicate on an 8.33 kHz channel, then it must have an 8.33 kHz 
capable radio. 
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 Where to obtain current list of ground frequency / channel assignments 
NATS are responsible for publishing the list of frequency assignments.  They are currently in 
an AIP Supplement 'Transition of frequency assignments to 8.33kHz voice channel spacing' 
which is updated monthly as ground services migrate to 8.33kHz channels. 
 
The supplement can be found on the NATS AIS website: https://tinyurl.com/y9otnwc2 
 
You must ensure you are familiar with the latest content of the AIP, including supplementary 
information each time you fly. 
  
 Sporting frequencies move to 8.33 kHz channels 
All “sporting frequencies” will change to 8.33 kHz channels from 1 January 2019 – this 
includes all five gliding frequencies - so you will only be able to communicate on them with 
an 8.33 kHz capable radio. 
 
The CAA says it will publish a full list of the new sporting 8.33 kHz channels on its website 
within the GA section https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/ towards the end of 2018. 
  
 Limited assignments to remain on 25 kHz 
A very limited number of frequencies will remain on 25 kHz, for example the emergency 
frequency 121.500.  
  
 Final closing date of 30 September 2018 for submitting funding rebate applications 
The CAA secured €4.3m of EU funding to rebate 20% of eligible 8.33 kHz purchases. There 
is still plenty of funding available. The closing date was extended to 30 September 2018 and 
there will be no further extension. 
 
All claim forms must be submitted on-line before 23:59 on 30 September 2018.  
  
CAP1501: https://tinyurl.com/y9qntr7z describes the Eligibility Criteria and how to submit 
an online claim form: https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-
maintenance/8-33-kHz-funding-application/. 
 
Key points for applications: 

 Any UK-registered aircraft with MTOM 13,999 kg or less, including Annex II gliders; 
commercial; training school or privately owned. 

 Includes handheld users (UK transportable radio licence) 
 Purchases are eligible if made between 16th February 2016 and 30th September 2018 
 Comms, Nav/Comms, Comms Systems, handhelds all included 
 Claims can be submitted after purchase, and do not need to wait until equipment is 

installed 
  
More information is available on the CAA’s 8.33 kHz page: https://www.caa.co.uk/General-
aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/8-33-kHz-radios/.  
 
Please note: If you have already submitted a claim, the next BACS payment run will be in 
December.  This will cover all claims from the third and fourth tranche periods. 
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Wave flying and height claims 
Gliding in wave offers pilots the most 
spectacular and exhilarating flying. Once the 
skill of detecting, transitioning into and staying in 
wave has been learnt, few pilots can resist 
taking a wave climb. Many pilots also enjoy the 
sense of achievement and recognition that 
comes with gaining FAI gliding badges and 
records, and wave flying offers the ideal 
opportunity to claim these.  
 
As with all gliding, if you are well prepared for your flying you will have a safer and more 
enjoyable experience. Safety must always be your top priority, and before flying at altitude, 
or in cold weather, it is essential that you have been fully briefed and understand your 
equipment and the environment in which you are flying. 
 
This article is not a safety briefing or wave tutorial, just a few reminders about FAI height 
badge claims to help avoid any administrative hiccups. With luck it may also remove the 
need for you to read the FAI Sporting Code (see note 4). 
 
How high do you have to go? 
Here is a reminder of what the height gains are for the various badges: 
 
      Silver  Gold  Diamond 
Required height gain in metres  1,000  3,000  5,000 
Required height gain in feet  3,281  9,843  16,405 
 
It is possible to claim all three height gains on the same flight, although the increased risks 
associated with a Diamond height flight make this an unwise goal for an inexperienced pilot. 
 
Calculating from your low point 
You can release from tow at any height. You need to remember your aerotow height (or the 
height of your lowest point before climbing) to find out how high you need to go. If you are 
unfamiliar with the instrument calibrations for your glider you may also choose to add a 
couple of hundred feet for luck, though most recorders measure height gain within 100ft. If 
you are using GPS height (allowed for Gold and Silver only) you must add another 329ft 
(100m), read on for information about why you might choose to do this: 
 
      Silver  Gold  Diamond 
Required height gain in feet  3,281  9,843  16,405 
Height above airfield if low point 2,000ft 5,281  11,843 18,405 
Height above airfield if low point 3,000ft 6,281  12,843 19,405 
Height above airfield if low point 3,000ft 6,610  13,172 n/a 
and using GPS height  
  
Avoiding an airspace bust 
It is sometimes necessary to deal with airspace restrictions that appear to add complexity. 
You may need to know your Flight Level as well as your altitude. If you fly with your altimeter 
set to QFE (zero at take-off height) then your altimeter will usually under-read relative to 
flight levels. This is never a problem if you think about it beforehand, but if you try and figure 
things out during a flight you will become unnecessarily distracted, (though it is a great way 
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to check whether you are hypoxic). Here are a couple of real-world examples (remember the 
Bronze exam!) to show why it is unwise to try this in flight - answers at the end of the article. 
 

1. You are climbing through 7,000ft and would like to get to 14,000ft to see the view. 
You launched from an airfield 480ft above sea level. The altimeter is still set to QFE (it 
read zero on the airfield). You note that the value in the altimeter setting window is 
986. What will the altimeter read when you reach FL100?  
 

2. You are hoping to get a Diamond height, the sea level pressure 
is 990mb. You launch from an airfield 480ft above sea level with 
the altimeter set to QFE (reading zero on the airfield) and tow to 
3200ft. You remember that you need to be inside the local wave 
box at FL195. What will your altimeter read when you reach this 
Flight Level? 

 
Impossible! So how can this be simplified?  
Option 1: Work out a correction to apply to the altimeter reading before you take off so that 
during flight you can say – “I’m on QFE, to get my Flight Level I (add/subtract) xxx feet to my 
altimeter reading”. (see note 3) 
Option 2: Set the altimeter to 1013 when you need to know your Flight Level. This works but 
has two big catches: you must remember the previous setting, or know QNH, so that you 
can re-set it to QFE or QNH……AND you must remember to reset it to your preferred setting 
during descent.  
Option 3: Display Flight Level on your flight computer or logger  
 
Downloading the evidence 
For all height claims, evidence in the form of a .igc file from an IGC Approved Flight 
Recorder (IGC FR) (see note 1) is required. An IGC FR uses a sensitive pressure transducer 
and records pressure values based on a datum of 1013.25. These values are output to a .igc 
file which is considered tamper-proof when validated. 
The pressure recording part of the IGC FR should be calibrated within the past 5 years, or 
within 2 months after the flight. You should have a copy of this calibration chart available 
when you go wave flying. For Gold and Silver, it is possible to avoid this calibration by using 
the recorded GPS altitude, but you will need to climb an additional 100 metres (329ft). Why 
would you do this? It might be more tedious to remove and calibrate a FR that is built in to 
the glider than to climb a little higher.  
 
You need to know the type of recorder you are using and whether it is approved for IGC 
claims, this is generally specified in the manual for the recorder. If your recorder is not 
approved, you may still be able to use it, but you must identify whether any special 
procedures are required. (see note 1) 
 
You will need a cable or micro SD card (perhaps with an SD adapter) to download the file. 
Buy one or two of the cheapest micro SD cards and keep them handy when you go 
gliding. 
 
Making the claim 
The claim form for FAI Badges and UK records can be downloaded from the BGA website: 
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pilots/fai-badge-claim-form/ Print one and keep it with 
your pilot documentation for future use. 
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Preparation 
 
It can be helpful to discuss your plans and any concerns with an Official Observer (OO) 
before you fly, in general they will be keen to help you achieve your goal. 
 
Flight Recorder setup: Your height gain will be maximised if you set a recording interval of 1 
second. You do not need a specific declaration for FAI badge height claims. Where 
practicable pilot and aircraft details should be set up in the logger. If you are flying a club 
glider it will be pre-set to something like “Club Pilot” and this is OK unless you are aiming for 
a UK/World height gain record. If you borrow a non-club logger, then you should ensure your 
name is entered and not someone else’s. This can be checked by making a recording, 
downloading the file and viewing the content.  
 
Flight Computer (eg Oudie) display: It can be very helpful to configure your unit to display 
Flight Level (or height relative to 1013.25). If you display your track (or snail trail) it may 
make it easier for you to stay in the wave hot spots. If you are aiming for a Diamond, load an 
airspace file containing the local wave box; you can guarantee that the best climb will be 
right on the edge of this box. It often gets a bit windy as you climb, be aware of the effect this 
will have on parameters displayed by your flight computer, you could be travelling 
backwards!  
 
During your flight 
Keep a very good lookout in all directions. Gliders in wave will often be flying at a constant 
speed and heading and may have little perceived relative movement.  
 
Establish your low point. After releasing from tow in wave you will be climbing. Slow down, 
then if confident you are in wave speed up, or open the airbrakes a little, to descend slightly 
for 10 seconds (into wind or along the wave bar). Note your altimeter and flight computer 
altitude, and then slow to your best glide angle again. This will mark your lowest point on 
your logger. If you are not in wave, then this is not necessary because you’ll already either 
be descending or circling.  
 
Keep the radio on and tuned to 130.10 so that you know when the airspace is open or 
closed and to hear other advisories from your base airfield. Strictly speaking badge claims 
should be unaided, but with wave flying it is common to ask other pilots about climbs in your 
vicinity. It is helpful to know exactly where other pilots are climbing high. To be useful, a 
report must include height, position and rate of climb. 
 
Do not lose your concentration during your descent, this will be a time of high workload and 
it is all too easy to make poor decisions or fly into airspace.  
 
After landing 
Park the glider and then switch off the FR. If sharing the glider, help prepare and position it 
for the next pilot to fly. Find an Official Observer (OO) and let them know that you want to 
make a claim, discuss the arrangement for downloading the FR .igc file (see note 2). The FR 
should be downloaded before the next flight unless this will delay the next pilot from 
launching. Ensure your pilot details and times were recorded on the club flying log and find 
out who the tug pilot was, after flying ask them to sign the launch section of your form. Ask 
someone who saw the landing, or retrieved you from the airfield, whether they will sign the 
landing section later in the day. Once the basic data is entered on the form you should pass 
it to the OO along with a copy of the calibration chart (the OO may already have this). The 
height details are calculated by the OO using data from the .igc file. 
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Good luck with finding the wave and avoiding the cloud – and remember that the main aim is 
to have fun. 
 
Bob Smith 
 
Note 1: If you do not have an IGC approved FR it may be possible to use an approved 
position recorder (PR) for Silver and Gold: 
http://www.ukiws.demon.co.uk/GFAC/position_recorders.htm These recorders only record 
GPS altitude, you must add an extra 100m to your climb if using a PR. You may also avoid 
the requirement for an FR calibration chart (for Silver and Gold) if the IGC FR GPS altitude 
shows that you exceeded the height gain requirement by more than 100m (329ft). If you are 
not sure whether your recorder is IGC approved, you can check here:  
https://tinyurl.com/ybtxl6x8. GPS altitude can often be unreliable. 
 

Note 2: For BGC club gliders, FR download is normally achieved by powering off the Flarm, 
inserting your microSD card, switching the Flarm back on and waiting for the files to 
download. The download time will be significantly reduced If you have recently downloaded 
files from the same glider using the same SD card. Calibration charts are held by the club. 
 

Note 3: Easy pre-flight calculation to get Flight Level offset with altimeter set to QNE. If sea 
level pressure is below 1013mb calculate height correction at 30ft per mb and ADD this to 
the airfield height and round it up to nearest 100ft. When you want to know your Flight Level, 
add this value to the displayed altimeter reading (and divide by 100).  
If sea level pressure is 1013 or above, just add the airfield height (round to say 500ft) to the 
altimeter reading and you will be safe with height to spare. 
 

Note 4: Comprehensive rules for Badge Claims and world records are in the FAI Sporting 
Code Section 3: https://www.fai.org/sites/default/files/sc3_2017a.pdf and further clarified in 
Annex C: https://www.fai.org/sites/default/files/basic_page/document/sc3c_2017.pdf. 
 
And finally: these might be the correct answers to the in-flight puzzles… 1. 9120.  2. 18210. 
 

 

Dates for your diary 
24th – 28th September: Task Week 

13th - 28th October:   Aboyne expedition 

2019 

16th – 31st March:   Lleweni Parc expedition 

6th - 7th April:   Easter Egg Cup Aerobatics comp 

22nd – 28th April:  Instructor Training week 

17th – 18th May:  The Elite, London 

8th – 23rd June:  Klippeneck expedition 

13th – 15th June:  Aero Expo 

13th – 21st July:  Booker Regionals 

14th – 15th September: Whispering Wardrobes Vintage weekend 

12th – 27th October:  Aboyne expedition 
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Club Communications 
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way 
to communicate with the membership. We also use WhatsApp. Details are below. 
 
Booker XC WhatsApp group – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country. Provides the opportunity 
to share task ideas, co-ordinate rigging etc. Ask an instructor to add you.  
 
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas 
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to: 
bookergc-expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their cross-
country skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily. Mainly used for 
swapping duty days. Send an email to: bookergc_instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and 
include your name and membership number when applying. 
 

The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club 
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club 
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as 
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the 
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number. 
 

For the latest news about what’s happening check out  
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub 

 
 
*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the 

views of the Club or committee *** 
 

Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please 
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com 
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